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In this thesis the task scheduling of the circuit design process was considered. 
The scheduling problem encountered in a semiconductor manufacturing company 
where the time for designing products (or makespan) needs to be minimized. The 
problem can be stated as follows: In a design project, there are sets of tasks (or 
jobs) to be performed by a team of engineers. Since engineers are qualified to 
perform a certain set of jobs, therefore, they are considered to be non-identical. 
However, a job can be accomplished by more than one engineer but each engineer 
can only work on one job at a time. Moreover, there is a precedence relation 
among the jobs. The objective is scheduling all jobs to engineers such that the 
makespan is minimized. 
We have developed a Genetic Algorithm (GA) for solving this problem which 
is a combinatorial optimization subjects to many practical constraints. Also, we 
introduced a method for applying an existing bounding algorithm and eventually 
computed a lower bound for evaluating the performance of our genetic algorithm. 
Based on the testing experiments, the GA produces near optimal results for 
the scheduling problem, while the lower bound we found was tight. 
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During the circuit design process, such as the design of Very Large Scale Integ-
ration (VLSI) circuit, scheduling tasks to non-identical engineers becomes more 
complicated when several constraints are combined together. In this thesis we 
proposed a heuristic algorithm based on the Genetic Algorithm to solve the prob-
lem. We also devise a graph reconstruction method such that an existing lower 
bound algorithm can be applied. ,‘ 
1.1 Motivation 
Companies place much emphasis on time-to-market in order to maintain and 
even increase their market share in the face ofglobal competition [1]. The evolving 
concept of concurrent engineering is often applied to reduce the time-to-market of 
new products. It means that concurrent development of a product and its manu-
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facturing process ensure a quality product manufactured at the lowest cost, and 
keeps the elapsed time from product design to customer purchase to a minimum. 
This research is motivated by reducing the development cycle time for a real-
life IC chip design process. One major factor that determines the profitability 
of a product is the product development cycle time, i.e., time-to-market. The 
company ensures not only its market share but also the profit margin if the time-to-
market is shortened. A week reduction in time-to-market can bring the company 
additional revenue for millions of dollars. Therefore, many companies have paid 
great attention to cycle time reduction in product development. For example, one 
of the world's largest semiconductor manufacturer desires a ten times reduction 
on the cycle-time of new product development within five years. 
In the semiconductor industry, the development of new products occurs in 
multiple stages. The major development stages include marketing concept gen-
eration, feasibility studies and specifications, chip design, engineering prototype 
and evaluation, qualification and product release. Among these major steps, chip 
design is the most time-consuming process. According to statistics, the design 
process constitutes about one half of the total development time. Therefore, re-
ducing the design process cycle-time plays an important role in shortening the 
time-to-market. 
In the design phase, a team of engineers, with specialty in system and circuit, 
layout, application, test and quality assurance, are assigned to individual tasks. 
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As a result of growing awareness of keeping the size of design team to be small, 
constant and manageable [2], the design cycle time is determined by the technology 
(tools) used in the design and the way tasks are distributed among the limited 
number of engineers. 
1.2 Task Scheduling Problem and Lower Bound 
In this thesis we first focus on how the tasks can be efficiently distributed 
among the engineers. Factors such as skills, teamwork and the nature of multiple 
stages of the design process are considered. More specifically, a team of engineers 
with various skills is called upon to develop a new product. In this context, 
we consider a scheduling problem encountered in a semiconductor manufacturing 
company where the time to design products (or makespan) needs to be minimized. 
Another matter we concern is finding a lower bound on the makespan for these 
kind of problems. A lower bound for a minimization problem simply means that 
“ 
the optimal solution (shortest completion time of the schedule) cannot be smaller 
than this value. Thus, lower bound is useful in measuring the performance of an 
heuristic algorithm, especially when the optimum is difficult or even impossible to 
find. ‘ 
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
In the next chapter, we review the related literature to the scheduling problem. 
In Chapter 3 we will describe and illustrate an algorithm (known as a genetic al-
gorithm) based on evolutionary search methods to tackle our scheduling problem. 
Our genetic algorithm is specifically designed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we first 
introduce an existing lower bound algorithm and then devise a graph reconstruc-
tion method for applying such bounding procedures. Then, computational tests 
to evaluate the performance of the algorithm and the tightness of the lower bound 
are described in Chapter 6 with a discussion of improvements. We conclude the 






The scheduling problem is described in a detailed fashion in this chapter. First, 
we introduce notations used to formulate the problem and its computational com-
plexity, and then provide a literature review. 
“ 
2.1 Problem Statement and Notations 
The problem can be stated as follows: There is a set of tasks to be assigned to 
a set of engineers. Each engineer can only perform a certain set ofjobs*according 
to their skills and therefore, engineers are "non-identical". However, more than 
one engineer can be involved in a task but each engineer can only work on a task 
at a time. Moreover, there is a precedence relation among the tasks. The objective 
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is to find a feasible schedule with valid tasks-engineers assignment such that the 
makespan is minimized. 
Table 2.1 lists the notations used throughout the chapters. 
n : the number of jobs (designed tasks) to be scheduled, 
m : the number of engineers (machines), 
e1,e2,...，6m • the engineers assigned to perform a design project, 
T1,T2,.. • , Tn ： the jobs (tasks) to be performed, 
Tij ： the integer number indicating the skill level of engineer e^  in 
performing job Tj. 
Uj : the maximum number of engineers can be assigned to job T], 
Cj : the completion time o f j o b 7) in a schedule, and 
Cmax : the makespan. 
Table 2.1: Notations of our scheduling system 
Although this problem is induced by the product design encountered in a-semi-
conductor industry, the underlying concept can also be converted to the classical 
project scheduling problem with resources constraints, i.e., given the precedence 
relation and resources, schedule activities (jobs) of a project to minimize project 
duration. There are n activities and k type resources of quantity qk- Activity j 
requires akj unit of resources type k. The feasibility of the schedule is established 
by considering to two sets of constraints. The first one ensures that all activ-
6 
ities technologically preceding activity j are completed before activity j starts. 
The second states that resources allocated to activities in process in a given time 
cannot exceed the availability. 
2.2 Classification of Scheduling 
Classical scheduling theory assumes that a job can only be performed by a 
machine, a processor or a resource (engineer in our case) at a time. With such 
assumption, the classification scheme proposed by Graham et al. [3] is inadequate 
to describe the special task characteristics of our problem. Eventually we adopt 
the scheme proposed by Veltman et al. [4] who extends the Grahams' scheme by 
defining some new task properties. 
The standard classification scheme for scheduling problems, proposed by Gra-
ham, is a three-field classification a | /3 | 7 and is specified as follows. The first 
field a describes the scheduling environment. We may have P^ , a parallel ma-
II 
chine environment with m identical machines where jobs can be processed on any 
machine. The processing time of job T) is pj. Qm denotes a uniform parallel ma-
.> 
chine environment with m machines where jobs can be processed on any machine. 
The processing time of job Tj on machine Mi is pij, where pij = p j / s^and Si is 
the speed of machine Mi. In a parallel machine environment, S{ = 1 for all i. 
Rm denotes unrelated machine environment with m machines where jobs can be 
processed on any machine. The processing time of job T) on machine Mi is pij, 
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where pij = P j / s i j and Sij is the speed of machine 风 for processing job Tj. 
The second field |3 indicates the job characteristics or restrictive requirements. 
In this field, it is allowed to have multiple entries. 
First, we may have the precedence constraints amongjobs. The possible entries 
for precedence relation are prec, tree or chains. For prec, there maybe one or 
more jobs that needs to be completed before another job is allowed to start its 
processing. In the tree constraints, each job must has at most either one suc-
cessor, or one predecessor, exclusively; if both characteristics are satisfied, then 
the condition becomes the chains. 
Also, we may have the job-machine allocation restrictions. This is the exten-
sion from Veltman et al. [4] who use to describes the multiprocessor scheduling 
environment. In such condition, there maybe more than one processor (machine) 
assigned to the same job at the same time. 
For this allocation requirement, the possible entries are any, setj, sizej, fixj. 
If the entry is any, each task can be processed on any subgraph of the multipro-
cessor graph. For setj, then each task has its own collection of subgraphs of the 
multiprocessor graph on which it can be processed. If each task can be processed 
on any subgraph of a given task-dependent size, the entry is sizCj. The more 
restrictive condition fixj specifies that each task can be processed on exactly one 
subgraph. In additional, the traditional scheme also provides the machine eligibil-
ity restrictions Mj that denotes a set of machines which are capable of processing 
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job j. Finally, if no such entries are appeared in this field, then it is the usual 
case: each task can be processed on any single machine. 
The third field 7 defines the objective function to be minimized. For instance, 
we wish to minimize Cmax, the makespan of our problem. There are also several 
different kinds of objective function, for example the maximum lateness Lmax, 
total weighted completion time Y^WjCj, . • • etc. They are not discussed in detail 
since the main interest of this thesis is focused on the makespan. 
We can now classify our problem according to the above scheme. Since each 
engineer has different skill levels, they are treated as non-identical. In other words, 
the scheduling environment is the same as unrelated machine as each engineer may 
perform the same task with different processing time. For the task characteristics, 
precedence relation exists among the jobs. Moreover, several engineers may co-
operate together to work on the same job, while some of the engineer(s) may not 
be suitable to perform the job because of their low skill level for that particular 
job. Thus, each task has its own set of various eligible engineers. The problem 
objective is to minimize the makespan of the design process. As a result, the 
classification of our task scheduling problem becomes Rm | prec, setj, Mj | Cmax-
2.3 Computational Complexity 
Usually, problems are categorized by their objectives and also the difficulties 
relatively to solve between one and other. For the combinatorial optimization 
9 
problems, as well as the scheduling problems, we need to use some standard meas-
ures which can denote the difficulties of the problem in a way that is clear and 
without ambiguity. 
Complexity theory provides such a mathematical framework in which compu-
tational problems can be classified mainly into two categories: V and MV. These 
two classes describe a decision problem whether it is solvable in polynomial time, 
or polynomially intractable respectively. In practice, the combinatorial problems 
are said to be ATP-hard or not. If the problems are said to be ATP-hard, then it 
is probably impossible to solve it within polynomial time. The book written by 
Garey and Johnson [5] discusses this subject in a more detailed fashion. 
A complexity hierarchy is used to provide a general picture of the computa-
tional complexity of the various notations in the three field scheme. The hierarchy 
shows which kind of problems is generally harder than the others in a level format. 
Figure 2.1 shows the hierarchies of different fields of the scheduling problems. For 
example, in the scheduling environment, the Qm category problem is harder than 
the Pm one and the others follow suit. Parts of each fields are shown in the figure. 
Lawler et al. [6] has discussed this issue in details which the underlying concepts 
are based on problem reducibility. 
One can observe that, from the Figure 2.1, our scheduling problem is not 
trivial. By examining the complexity of parallel machine scheduling environment, 
we can deduce the computational complexity for our problem. It has been shown 
10 
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Figure 2.1: Complexity hierarchies of deterministic scheduling problems 
that Pm I prec, pj = 1 | Cmax, with such restrictive task processing time, the prob-
lem is polynomially solvable [7]. Unfortunately, when the number of machines are 
reduced to two and the processing times of the tasks are unequal (i.e. 7¾ || Cmax), 
even without the precedence constraints, the problem becomes AAP-hard in the 
ordinary sense [8]. ,, 
From the theory of reducibility, we know that R2 || Cmax is also A/"P-hard. Our 
problem is at least as difficult as this one since precedence relation and machine-
task allocation constraints exist among the jobs. Such additional conditions, to-
gether with the Rm scheduling environment, cause our problem jV7^-hard as well. 
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2.4 Literature Review 
In the following subsections we review the methods and results in solving the 
unrelated machines (processors) and multiprocessor scheduling problems. Vari-
ous lower bound development approaches are also mentioned. For best of my 
knowledge, no literature discussing the same problem as this is found. 
2.4.1 Unrelated Machines Scheduling Environment 
Approximation (heuristics) and exact method have been used to tackle the 
scheduling problems involving unrelated (or non-identical) machines environment. 
Heuristic methods may only deliver near-optimal solution within a short time while 
exact methods can solve the optimization problem with an extensive searching for 
the solution. 
Davis and Jaffe [9] have presented an approximation algorithm for the Rm || Cmax 
problem, which requires only polynomial time with worst-case ratio at most 2y/m 
•t 
times to the optimal. Then an approximation algorithm with a better perform-
ance bound, not larger than twice the optimum, has been proposed by Lenstra, 
Shmoys and Tardos [10]. Based on linear programming and integer programming 
relaxation, their algorithm is an extension to the work of Potts [11]. They have 
also proved that no polynomial algorithm can achieve a worst-case ratio less than 
3/2 unless V =MV, while for some restriction cases {pij e {l,2}), the problem is 
polynomially solvable. 
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Several heuristic methods have been reported by Hariri and Potts [12], and 
Piersma [13]. In Hariri and Potts's paper, they have considered the linear pro-
gramming and also earliest completion time heuristics. Piersma suggested using 
the "efficiency" of the machine combining the neighborhood search method. 
Van De Velde [14] and Martello et al. [15] have proposed both approximation 
and exact methods which mainly are using Lagrangian and Surrogate relaxation. 
Consideration of precedence constraints is seldom introduced to the problem. Not 
until recently, Herrman et al. [16] suggest several heuristics, and also exact meth-
ods, to solve the Rm | chain | Cmax scheduling problem. 
2.4.2 Multiprocessors Scheduling Problem 
Scheduling tasks among multiprocessors in computers may violate the tradi-
tional "1-job-on-l-machine" assignment, since nowadays, more advanced computer 
systems may need to share several processors simultaneously to accomplish some 
complicated tasks without preemption. Currently, Lee, Lei and Pinedo [17] repor-
ted that the "1-job-on-r-machine" pattern arejust begun to be studied extensively 
in the last decade. One of the example they cited is the teamwork task scheduling 
in the semiconductor circuit design process which is exactly our problem. 
Scheduling tasks on multiprocessor has aroused many research interest since 
the appearance of the research from Krawczyk and Kubale [18]. They have con-
sidered the diagnostic test scheduling problem where testing process are run on 
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parallel processors concurrently in order to detect the faults. Afterwards, several 
literature by Blazewicz et al. [19] [20] and [21] have investigated different cases of 
multiprocessors scheduling problems with only unit processing times for all jobs. 
In recent years, complexity analysis for this kind of problems are conducted [22 
and [23]. These analysis indicate that although Pm | f i x j , P j = 1 | Cmax is polyno-
mially solvable, a more general instance, which is alike in our task characteristics, 
Pm I siz6j e {1, m},pj = l,prec | Cmax is J\fP-hard in strong sense. In fact, most 
of the general cases are A/"P-hard, while polynomially tractable cases only exist 
under a few restricted conditions. 
2.4.3 Search Algorithms 
Due to the intractability of many practical scheduling problems, heuristics and 
local search methods are frequently used for producing promising solutions. An 
advantage of such methods is the ease to design and implement over classical 
operations research techniques. Among various searching algorithms, simulated 
annealing, tabu search and genetic algorithms are the most widely adopted by the 
researchers for the above reason. 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was inspired by evolutionary processes though which 
life is believed to have evolved in its present forms [24]. For a detail concept of the 
other two methods, there are comprehensive readings about Simulated Anneal-
ing (SA) [25] and Tabu Search (TS) [26] and [27]. Comparing these algorithms, 
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GAs have been regarded to be more general and abstract than the other two 
approaches [8]. In developing the heuristics, researchers looked for parallels in 
other fields and in nature to mimic them. Conceptualized by Holland [28], GAs 
mimic Darwin's natural evolution of biological organisms. In natural evolution, 
organisms reproduce through crossover and mutation, and the fittest member of 
the population will survive. Two fittest parents are likely to produce more fitter 
progenies (offspring). 
GAs have been widely applied to solve scheduling problems [29] and [30 . 
Hou et al. [31] have used genetic algorithms to tackle the multiprocessor schedul-
ing problem. Though, there are no articles discussing the use of GAs for the 
unrelated machines case. 
2.4.4 Lower Bounds 
When doing comparison and evaluation for the solution performance of an 
approximation algorithm, in usual, we need to know the optimum to accomplish 
such tests. As we mentioned earlier, because the reason that there does not exist 
polynomial algorithm to solve the A^P-hard scheduling problems (unless V=AfV), 
the needs for finding an good substitute to the optimal value becomes significant. 
Thus, looking for lower bounds instead is definitely the only choice. 
Lower bound is a value that is always less than or equal to the optimal solution 
of a minimization problem (i.e. scheduling problem to minimize the makespan). 
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As a result, by measuring the percentage difference between the solution produced 
by an approximation algorithm and the lower bound, we then know how good or 
bad this solution against the problem. 
There are several approaches to obtain lower bounds from a scheduling prob-
lem. Relaxation of some constraints is a method always being used. Several 
results based on Lagrangian or Surrogate relaxation [14] and [15] are reported for 
unrelated machines case. Also, three lower bounds for the problem with chain 
constraints between the jobs are proposed by Herrman et al. [16 
We also review the scheduling conditions with precedence constraints. The 
problem of searching the lower bound for the Pm | prec | Cmax cases has been 
given many important results during the last three decades. Hu [32] gave the 
lower bound for the case where all jobs require equal (unit) processing times. 
Ramamoorthy et al. [33] generalized Hu's work for any task graph. Fernandez [34 
further extended the results for unequal processing time. Recently, Jain and Ra-
jaraman [35] and [36] further improved the quality and the computation time for 
the lower bound of the problem. Unlike the mathematical relaxation methods, all 
of the above approaches obtain the lower bound by devising the excess machine 
loading from the task precedence relations. 
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2.5 Summary 
The main difference between our problem and the classical scheduling the-
ory arises from the "1-job-on-r-machine" situation. This problem belongs to the 
unrelated machines case with multiprocessor scheduling property. Moreover, our 
problem is intractable since it is ATP-hard. Therefore, an algorithm which can 
solve this problem in polynomial time does not seem to exist. Nevertheless, heur-
istic techniques, such as GAs, may help to produce good solutions. 
Lower bound, for such an scheduling environment like ours, has not been men-
tioned in previous literature. The mostly related bounds are obtained from un-
related machines scheduling and parallel machines scheduling problems with job 
precedence relations. 
In the next chapter, the details of a GA, such as the mechanism, genetic 




Fundamentals of Genetic 
Algorithms 
Before proceeding to the design phase of the GAs, ideas and basic structures 
of the algorithm should be first mentioned. In the following sections, the concept 
and mechanism of GAs, as well as the important elements which contribute to the 
success of the algorithm are explained in detail. “ 
3.1 Initial Inspiration 
Genetic Algorithms were inspired by evolutionary process through which life 
is believed to have evolved in its present forms [24]. In other words, an individual 
may change to a better form such that it can be better adapted to the environment. 
At the same time, an individual has a greater chance to survive if it is more 
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fitter to the environment than the others. Although the entire mechanisms are 
not understood comprehensively, several key elements are widely accepted for the 
contribution in this process. 
The key device in a biological process is the chromosomes which are used for 
encoding the structure of a living organism. Each chromosome is made up by 
a number of genes that holds the basic information about the organisms. Chro-
mosome may evolve during the reproduction process that mainly relies on two 
actions: mutation and crossover. Mutations may cause the chromosomes of the 
offsprings to be different from those their parents, and crossover may create quite 
different chromosomes of the children by combining the genes from the chromo-
somes of two parents. Both mechanisms complement each other for a successful 
evolution. 
The above features of natural evolution has intrigued John Holland in the early 
1970's to devise a method, using the same strategy as the evolution, for solving 
some selected problems. By representing a solution as a chromosome, and using 
simple encoding and decoding mechanisms, it shows that this algorithm is effective 
in producing attractive results on some problems. This method is the beginning 
of the Genetic Algorithm. 
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3.2 An Elementary Genetic Algorithm 
The structure of a genetic algorithm is not sophisticated and only consists of 
several main steps. First, an encoding scheme is essential for transforming the 
problem domain solutions. Next, a pool of chromosomes (solutions) is randomly 
generated and then evaluated. The evaluation function, acting similarly as the 
environment in natural evolution, measures the fitness of individuals to the sur-
roundings. The process is repeated until the stopping criteria is met. The final 
population pool leaves all feasible solutions to the problem, and the best candidate 
can then be chosen. 
In the book of Davis [9], many variations of genetic algorithms has been dis-
cussed. Table 3.1 lists a very general but complete GA which is given on the 
introductory chapter of Davis’ book. 
Varieties of genetic algorithms exist according to different environment needs. 
Though, certain elements are still vital for a GA to function properly. Each of 
“ 
them is discussed below. 
3.2.1 Genes, Chromosomes and Representations 
Genes are the basic unit of a chromosome. To solve a problem usiiig GA, an 
"appropriate" encoding scheme is constructed to transform each solution into a 
chromosome. Such scheme is the representation of the solution in the chromo-
some form. For example, in a numerical optimization problem, a string of binary 
20 
1. Initialize a population of chromosomes. 
2. Evaluate each chromosome in the population. 
3. Create new chromosomes by mating current chromosome; apply 
mutation and crossover as the parent chromosomes mutate. 
4. Delete members of the population to make room for the new 
chromosomes. 
5. Evaluate the new chromosomes and insert them into the 
population. 
6. If time is up, stop and return the best chromosome; if not, go 
to 3. “ 
Table 3.1: A simple genetic algorithm 
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digits (010110) is used to represent a number. Each binary digit can be treated 
as a gene and the whole string is indeed a chromosome. 
3.2.2 Population Pool 
In contrast to other searching algorithms such as SA and TS, GA handles a 
group of individuals (or solutions) in each iteration instead of examining only one 
solution at a time. This group of individuals interact (breed) together and form 
the population pool. During each iteration, every solution is evaluated and some 
of them are chosen for reproducing new ones. Then, a new population is formed 
by selecting the more fitter individuals into the next iteration. 
3.2.3 Evaluation Module 
In usual, the evaluation module is a mathematical function that measures the 
chromosome adaptability in a quantitative way. This function, in fact, is similar 
ti 
to the problem statement in most cases, and the result becomes the chromosome 
fitness. Such value reflects the chromosome's ability to solving the corresponding 
problem and worthiness of propagation variation to next generations. 
3.2.4 Reproduction Module 
The reproduction module develops a new population pool in each generation. 
Two major steps are taken respectively: parent selection and reproduction. The 
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first step adopt some kind of "elitism" theory for choosing chromosomes as parents 
before reproducing the new offsprings. Often, the parent selection most researcher 
used is the so called "Roulette Wheel Parent Selection". 
Such selection gives a greater chance for the more "elite" parent to be chosen 
corresponding to its fitness. The probability for being chosen equals to the chro-
mosome fitness divided by the total fitness of the population. Details will be 
described in the next chapter. 
Children reproduction begins after two parent chromosomes are chosen. By 
applying the genetic operators: crossover and mutation, another two new chro-
mosomes are generated, which may differ to their parents. This process continues 
until enough number of new offsprings, controlled by the population size para-
meter, are produced. 
3.2.5 Genetic Operators: Crossover and Mutation 
Without implementing these genetic operators, the GA simply becomes a ran-
dom searching algorithm. Thus, they are the core parts of the GAs. The crossover 
operator function recombines the genes in the two selected parent chromosomes 
and spawns two new children. This process is "brought" from the natural genetic 
theory which crossover occurs when two parents exchange parts of the correspond-
ing chromosomes. Figure 3.1 shows two binary string undergoing the one-point 
crossover. 
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Unlike crossover, mutation often operates on one chromosome only. It provides 
a chance for some randomly selected genes iiiside a chromosome to be changed, 
such that a new chromosome may come up in the population. Figure 3.2 indicates 
how the mutation flips a selected bit in a binary string. 
Before crossover After crossover 
I I f 
(0 1 0 |l 1 1) (0 1 0 'o 0 1) 
今 
( 1 1 0 丨0 0 1 ) ( 1 1 0 丨1 1 1 ) 
crossover point 
Figure 3.1: An example of one-point crossover of two binary strings 
Before mutation After mutation 
• • (0 1 0 1 1 1) m ^ (0 1 0 1 0 1) 
• mutation bit .‘ 
Figure 3.2: An example of bit mutation of binary string 
3.2.6 Parameters 
In spite of the genetic operators, the GAs behavior is also controlled by a set 
of parameters. Since GA is a random process of simulation, different quality of 
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outcome may occur for two sets of parameters, even with only one of the para-
meter value differs. As a result, better solutions are often generated with carefully 
defining the parameter values before the trial run. The parameters involved are 
listed below. 
1. population size - specify the number of chromosomes in each generation 
2. number of generations - number of iterations set to run, a criteria for 
stopping GA 
3. replacement strategy - specify which and how many offspring are going 
to replace the old population 
4. crossover rate - the probability controlling the frequency of crossover ap-
plied to a given population 
5. mutation rate - the probability controlling the frequency of mutation is 
applied to a given population “ 
3.3 A Brief Note to the Background Theory 
The theoretical foundation of genetic algorithms is based on the Schema [28 
which is a template allowing exploration of similarities among chromosomes [37 . 
A schema is a chromosome pattern by introducing some "don't care" symbols (*) 
into the genes. For example, the binary string (01*0*0) means that the digits 
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carrying the * can be either 1 or 0. Figure 3.3 shows all the possibilities of such 
schema. 
/ ( 0 1 0 0 0 0) 
y ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 0 1 1 0 0 0) 
(0 1 * 0 * 0 ) ^ C T 
^ ^ ^ ^ ( 0 1 0 0 1 0) 
\ ( 0 1 1 0 1 0) 
Figure 3.3: The schema of a binary string 
In Haupts' book [38], they summarized the schema theorem as follows: 
Short schema with better than average costs occur exponentially more 
frequently in the next generation. Schema with costs worse than aver-
age occur less frequently in the next generation. 
That is the better perform schema may survive to the next iteration, while the 
poorly performed have a larger chance to be "eliminated". 
“ 
Holland [28] also points out that the success of the GAs is mainly contributed 
by the crossover operator which manipulates schemata in parallel during each GA 
run, the so called intrinsic parallelism. As a result, those good schema combine 
with each other to form better and better solutions [39] which is claimed to work 
by Goldberg [24], as the building-block hypothesis. A comprehensive explanation 
and proof of the above theorem and hypothesis can be referred to Goldberg's book. 
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3.4 Key Factors for the Success 
Among all of the vital elements for constructing the GAs, several distinct and 
yet related tasks are playing the key roles. Each of following factors greatly affect 
the performance and resulting solutions of the GAs. 
1. An appropriate coding or representation of the chromosome for the solution. 
2. The design of the genetic operators. 
3. The determination of the GA parameters combination. 





Tasks Scheduling using Genetic 
Algorithms 
Previous chapters has described a general picture of our scheduling problems 
and also the concepts of GAs. In the following, we explain more clearly about the 
scheduling model and show the steps of designing the encoding scheme, genetic 
operators and other important elements for the GAs. “ 
4.1 Details of Scheduling Problem 
Recall that the classification of our problem is Rm | setj, prec, Mj \ Cmax 
which is a AAP-hard problem. The intractability arises from the unrelated par-
allel machine environment, together with the restrictive task-engineer allocation 
constraints. Section 2.1 has briefly described the whole problem and given the 
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notations used. 
To have a better understanding of the instance, we provide an example to 
illustrate the scheduling problem. The details of sixjobs that have to be performed 
in a design project are given in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. Engineers can perform 
any job but their skill level varies between the jobs. The preference rating of 
engineers for each job is indicated by four numbers (1,2,3,4) as in Table 4.1. For 
example, r21 = 1 (or r u = 2) means that engineer e2 (or ei) has a suitable skill 
and is preferable to perform job 7\. Similarly, r31 = 3 (or r41 = 4) means that 
engineer e3 (or e4) still can perform job T\. Nevertheless, such engineer is less 
preferable. 
Jobs r i j r2j 7¾ Uj Uj pj 
Ti 2 1 3 4 2 2 
T2 1 2 1 4 3 8 
T3 3 2 4 1 2 8 
T4 3 1 4 2 2 2 
T5 1 2 3 4 2 6 
Te 1 3 4 2 2 4 
“ 
Table 4.1: Job processing time and engineer preference rating of six jobs 
We use the sequence operator < for the job precedence relation： For any two 
jobs, say % and T), if i + j and 7\ < T], then job 7) can only be started after the 
finish o f j o b T]. The precedence relation in the Figure 4.1 can also be written as 
T i � T 5 ; T2 < r5, T 2 � T 4 ; T 3 � T 4 ; T 4 � T g and T5 < Tg. 
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v/ 
Figure 4.1: An example: Precedence relation of six jobs 
The definition for processing time in our problem has some difference to the 
classical one in the Rm typed environment. We define p^,j as the processing 
time of job T) when the engineers belonging to set a are deployed to perform 
it. Without the first index, then pj means by default the processing time of 
job Tj accomplished by one engineer. Table 4.2 lists all other possible processing 
times with various sets (a) where the entry M indicates that engineer combina-
tion is undesirable. The total number of possible engineers combination is equal 
to C^ + C^ + • . . + C^ = 2^ - 1 where m is the number of engineers. 
According to the above explanations, with the figures and tables, we can con-
struct a "feasible" schedule and it is shown in Figure 4.2. Note that T^ is performed 
by three engineers (ci, e2, e3) and Tg is performed by two engineers (ei, e4), while 




























































































































































































































Figure 4.3 shows an "optimal" schedule with makespan equals to 11 units. 
The reduction in time is the result of increasing the number of engineers involved 
in each job. Obviously a job can be finished in less time if more enginners are 
participated. Though, at the same instant, other jobs may not "enjoy" such 
advantages because the required engineers are occupied. Thus, this optimization 
problem, from the mathematical point of view, tries to obtain a perfect match of 
the tasks and engineers such that the makespan can be minimized. 
ei T, Te 
- T, 
它 2 ^2 T\ 
€3 
^ 4 ^3 T4 Te 
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 • 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Figure 4.3: An optimal schedule 
“ 
4.2 Chromosome Coding 
One of the difficulties in the design phase is devising a coding scheme such 
that the chromosome can represent a feasible solution. Although the binary string 
encoding scheme used by traditional genetic algorithms can be easily implemented, 
it is neither sufficient nor efficient in representing a feasible solution in a complicate 
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situation similar to ours. Instead, other coding schemes should be considered. 
Each chromosome in our GA definitely should represent a feasible schedule. 
By splitting up the task and enginner constraints, our problem mainly consists 
of two interacting choices: 1. Which task should be selected to perform now? 
2. What is the engineer assignment of this task? In order to combine these two 
choices, we design the chromosome structure as a priority sequence of jobs and 
engineers respectively. The details are explained in the following. 
4.2.1 Job Priority Sequence 
The job priority sequence solves the job selection problem mentioned above, in 
particular for the situation when more than a job are available at the same time. 
This problem arises since the job precedence constraints only indicate which jobs 
should be finished before others, but provide no clues for job selection priority. By 
constructing a job sequence containing all the jobs and assuming the order counts 
from left to right, the priority sequence can then determine which job is selected 
sooner or later. 
4.2.2 Engineer Priority Sequence 
After choosing a job for execution, we have to decide the combination of engin-
eers for participation. Similar to job priority sequence, we first build a sequence 
containing all the engineers under each job. Second, we read the sequence from 
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top to bottom and select the engineer at the top of them. Next, encounter all the 
engineers whose index are larger than the current selected one. For example, if 
the sequence is (e2 e3 e： e4), then e2 is first selected. The next one selected is e3 
and followed by e4. Then we interpret the selection as follows. First, we check the 
"largest set" (e2 e3 e4), and see whether such combination is entitled to do thejob. 
If this combination fails, we select a subset from it with the following order: 1. Set 
size in descending order; 2. Engineer index in ascending order. According to this 
rule, the subset selection is (e2 e3), (¾ e4), (e2), (e3) and finally (e4). Again, if all 
these selections are infeasible, then the next sequence considered is (e3 e4). Note 
that this sequence does not only determine the priority for selecting engineers, but 
also provides a mechanism for the formation of the combination. 
4.2.3 An Example Chromosome Interpretation 
By combining together the above sequences, the chromosome eventually be-
comes a n X (m + 1) matrix. The job priority sequence is located at the first row. 
Under each job, the below m rows store its engineer priority sequence. Referring 
to the example presented in section 4.1，we have six jobs and four engineers in 
such scenario. Thus, a matrix of size 5 x 6 is defined to represent a schedule. The 
first row contains all the six jobs (job priority sequence) and the next four rows 
underneath represent different engineer combinations (engineer order sequence). 
Figure 4.4 shows such a chromosome representation. 
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T, Ts T, T, T e T, 
^2 ^4 ^1 ^3 6i ^4 
^4 ^1 ^2 ^2 e3 ^1 
^1 ^2 63 ^4 ^2 ^2 
^3 ^3 ^4 ^1 64 63 
Figure 4.4: Chromosome for scheduling six jobs 
Interpretation of the chromosome begins by establishing the priority list among 
thejobs according to the precedence relation. Jobs in the earlier sequence are given 
higher priority than one in the later, and since only jobs 7], T2 and T3 are available 
in the very beginning, the priority list is constructed as {T3, T2, Tij . 
Jobs are scheduled one by one in the sequence in which they appear in the 
priority list. Then, a job is removed from the list after scheduling, and the list has 
to be updated with newly available jobs by examining the precedence relation. 
As a result, T3 is scheduled first, then T2 becomes the second. Afterwards, T4 is 
available for scheduling, and so the priority list is updated to be {Ti, T4}. We 
continue the scheduling until the list becomes empty (no morejobs for scheduling). 
Figure 4.5 shows the priority list after each update. 
In order to determine the processing time required for each job during schedul-
ing, the corresponding engineer assignment has to be resolved simultaneously. 
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List initialized: T\ T2 ’T\ | " " ^ - T3 is scheduled 
After 1st update: T\，T\ | ^ ^ T: is scheduled 
After 2nd update: | T\ T^ } " ^ T\ is scheduled 
After 3rd update: {T4^T5 } ^ ^ T4 is scheduled 
After 4th update: {T5 } ^ ^ T5 is scheduled 
After 5th update: { T \ } ^ ^ T\ is scheduled 
Figure 4.5: Schedule jobs according to job priority list 
Otherwise, we cannot construct a feasible schedule. The engineer combination is 
determined according to the rules mentioned above. As job T3 is scheduled first, 
we examine the corresponding column in the chromosome which consists of engin-
eers (e4, ei, 6 2 � e 3 ) . Reading from top to bottom in the increasing order of engineer 
indices�we obtain two sequences of engineers: {e4}, {ei, e2, e3}. We use the first 
valid sequence and assign e4 to job T3 with processing time equals to 8. Again, 
reading the the column of second scheduled job T2 similarly, only one sequence 
of engineers {ei, e2, e3, 64} is obtained. By eliminating the unsuitable engineer 
(e4, refer to Table 4.2) from the sequence, we deploy three engineers {ei, e2, e3} 
to work on job T2, whom use two units of time. The third scheduled job is J \ 
where we have three sequences of engineers: {e3, 64}, {e2}, {ei}. Note that the 
first sequence is undesirable for T [ So we assign engineer e2 to work on job J \ 
using two units of time. The construction of the schedule continues until all jobs 
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processing times are determined. 
The Gantt chart is then construted according to the schedule. It states the 
finishing time and participation of engineers for each job, and so the makespan is 
given by the maximumjob finishing time. Note that the completion time o f job J \ 
is ci = 4. Accordingly, we have C2 = 2, c3 = 8，C4 = 10，C5 = 10 and ce = 12. The 
makespan of the schedule is 12. 
In spite of building a feasible schedule, the encoding scheme also provides the 
ease of applying the genetic operators on the chromosomes. Details are discussed 
in later section. 
4.3 Fitness Evaluation 
The chromosome fitness in our GA certainly relates to the makespan of the 
schedule it represents. In usual, the shorter makespan of a schedule, the higher 
fitness value it is assigned. Such assignment can be achieved by computing the 
n 
fitness value as follows: 
FiT, = ( ; ^ r a b . ) 2 - ( c _ j 2 
3 
where 
FYTi is the fitness of chromosome i, 
UBp. is the upper bound of processing time of job j, which equals 
to max^{p^j}, and 
Cmaxi is the makespan of the schedule which chromosome i represents. 
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For example, if the sum of the maximum processing time for an instance 
is 100, while two schedules have makespan 50 and 55, their corresponding fitness 
are 7500 (100^ - 50^) and 6975 (100^ - 55^) respectively. 
The above calculation use the concept of measuring the makespan difference 
between the worst schedule and the chromosome. Since for any tasks, it's pro-
cessing time must not exceed the maximum value among all p^-j. For the worse 
case, all the tasks are completed in a series of chain using the maximum amount 
of time without any parallel processing. The result of such scheduling is that the 
makespan equals to the sum of all the tasks maximum processing time. In other 
words, this schedule is the worst and no other schedules can be generated with a 
makespan greater. 
4.4 Parent Selection 
Roulette Wheel parent selection is the method we used to choose parents for 
•t 
producing offsprings. The idea is that higher probability of being selected as a 
parent is given to the chromosome with greater fitness. In fact, most of the GAs 
adopt this method due to its ease of use. 
The Roulette Wheel algorithm is given as follows: * 
1. Sum up all the fitness one by one and record each chromosomes 
cumulative value 
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2. Generate a random number ranged from 1 to the maximum cumulative 
value 
3. Select the chromosome whose cumulative fitness value is just the 
least greater than the random number 
The mechanism is similar to the lucky drawing game using a roulette wheel 
with various sectors of different areas. Obviously, the chance that the wheel stops 
at the larger sectors must be greater. Our goal is, by assigning the chromosome 
into the sector areas proportional to their fitness, to enlarge the chance that the 
better chromosomes are being chosen. 
Figure 4.6 shows the situation after running the step 1 and 2 of the algorithm 
with ten chromosomes. Note that chromosome 10, having the largest fitness, is 
located at the biggest sector. Thus, if we randomly select a number between 1 
to 180’ this chromosome is chosen with the probability ^ , but not ^ . 
I I I /<n^  
chromosome 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 / ^ N ^ / Z 3 \ 
fitness 10 13 23 21 15 9 25 18 19 27 _ X 1 
cummulative fitness 10 23 46 67 82 91 116 134 153 180 \ 8 y / ^ V \ , ^ 4 j 
vj\y 
Figure 4.6: Chromosome fitness, cumulative fitness and the resulting effects on 
the roulette wheel 
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4.5 Genetic Operators and Reproduction 
The design of the genetic operators is also a critical process in the design phase 
since these operators affect the GA performance and the solution quality greatly. 
Specific genetic operators are often needed to be built for different problems in 
order to generate better results. We introduce three different operators for the 
most significant affecting factors in our problem: job scheduling and engineers 
assignment. 
4.5.1 Job Priority Crossover (JOB-CRX) 
In order to obtain different job order in the priority list, we have to alter the 
pattern of the sequence. Crossover is first exercised on it to fulfill such needs. 
We use the "two-point-crossover" in which two points are randomly selected for 
dividing a pair of parents in our GA. The units outside the selected two points are 
always inherited from one parent to the child, while the units inside are transferred 
“ 
from the second parents as they appear in the order which is taken from left to 
right and then top to bottom. Figure 4.7 illustrates how two children are produced 
in this way after the genes recombination. 
4.5.2 Job Priority Mutation (JOB-MUT) 
The idea ofthis mutation is to further alter the job priority list by interchanging 
two columns of genes. Two columns of a chromosome are first randomly selected 
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I I I I 
I Parent 1 丨 丨 Parent 2 | 
7\ T, T, T, n Te Tv Ts T, T, T, T, 7\ T, T, T, 
gl 64 4^ 62 63 64 ei 62 2^ 63 64 6i £2 Ci 6i 2^ 
2^ €2 62 63 «4 €3 €3 63 Before g^  g^  gi 63 6i 64 63 63 
crossover 
64 63 它1 ^1 2^ 6i 64 6i 64 2^ €2 64 64 63 4^ e4 
63 ei 63 64 6i 62 €2 €4 €1 64 63 €2 63 2^ 62 6i 
I I I I 
Child 1 I I Child 2 丨 
T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
^1 4^ 2^ 63 6i ei 61 62 62 3^ ei 62 ei 62 ei 62 
62 2^ 63 ^1 g4 3^ 63 3^ After g3 6i e^ 63 63 63 63 63 
crossover 
^4 ^3 64 ^2 ^3 64 €4 6i 64 €2 64 6i 64 6i 64 €4 
e3 6i ei 64 2^ 62 2^ 64 ^1 4^ 63 64 62 4^ 2^ ^1 
^ • ‘ ^ ^ ； 
inherited from Parent 2 inherited from Parent 1 
^ crossover point 
Figure 4.7: Job priority crossover of two parents 
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and then swapped as shown in Figure 4.8 where the column 2 (T2) and 6 (Te) are 
chosen. 
Child 1 Child I 
Before column mutation After column mutation 
I � 
I � 1 I 
I T I • ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ 
T, T, T, Z T, Ts Ti Ts 7\ T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
6i 64 64 €2 63 64 6i 62 Bi 6i 64 2^ 63 64 6i 62 
2^ 62 C2 3^ 64 63 63 63 一 2^ 3^ 2^ e3 64 62 63 63 
4^ 63 Ci 61 62 ^1 64 6i 64 ^1 ^1 ^1 «2 3^ 4^ 6i 
C3 6l 63 64 8l 62 2^ 64 ^3 62 63 64 ^1 61 62 64 
*• mutation column 
Figure 4.8: Job priority mutation of a child 
4.5.3 Engineer Priority Mutation (ENG-MUT) 
Similar to the job mutation, engineer mutation is applied in the similar fashion 
on the rows (except the first row) in the chromosome for changing the order of 
the engineer sequence. Again, two randomly selected rows are interchanged and 
Figure 4.9 shows the new offspring after the mutation. 
4.5.4 Reproduction: New Population 
Since two parents can only reproduce two children at a time, the number 
of selected parents for reproduction controls the amount of new offsprings. In 
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Child 1 Child 1 
Before row mutation After row mutation 
* T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 7； 
\ r- ^1 ^4 «4 62 63 €4 6i 62 €4 €3 ei 6i €2 6i 64 6i 
I I 
1 I ^ 2 6 2 62 €3 €4 63 €3 63 _ 6 2 6 2 €2 €3 64 63 63 63 
I I 
L - ！ ^ 4 €3 6i ei 62 ei 64 6 i 6i 64 €4 62 63 64 6y ^ 2 
63 Bi 63 64 1^ 62 62 e� €3 6i 63 64 6i 62 62 6i 
*• mutation row 
木 no mutation will apply on this row 
Figure 4.9: Engineer priority mutation of a child 
Goldberg's book [24], only a top fraction of the population are considered for 
parents, which is called the elite fraction (e). However, the GA we developed 
considers all the members of the population whereby we give an opportunity to 
all members to reproduce in proportion to their relative fitness (i.e. e = 1). 
“ 
4.6 Replacement Strategy 
After evaluating and ranking all the new children chromosomes, we replace half 
of the worst chromosomes in the current population by the best half of offsprings. 
This can keep the current good chromosomes for future reproduction. 
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4.7 The Complete Genetic Algorithm 
We now gives the steps of the GA developed for our problem (namely GEN). 
In this procedure, ps stands for population size, Pc stands for crossover probability, 
Pm stands for mutation probability, and � „ stands for the number of generations 
desired. The crossover probability defines the chance that a selected pair of parents 
being crossed over. If crossover doesn't occur, they remain as new children in 
the population. Similarly, mutation probability defines the chance that a child 
obtained by crossover are being mutated. 
Algorithm GEN: 
Step 1. Initialize p,知 /2m, %en, set e = 1 and i = 0. 
Step 2. Generate p random matrices (sequence of jobs and engineers). 
2.1 Set k = 0. 
Step 3. Select two parents from the population randomly and crossover as explained 
ti 
above to obtain two children, k = k + 1. 
Step 4. Mutate (column, then row of) the children based on mutation probability. 
Step 5. Evaluate the fitness of the children. 
Step 6. If k < p/2, go to Step 3. 
Step 7. Kill the weakest members of the population and record the current best 
sequence and the corresponding objective function value. 
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Step 8. i = i + 1, if {i = Ugen) stop; else go to Step 2.1. 
Based on this algorithm, we write a computer program in C language and 
run with comprehensive tests for different problem instances. These results are 




Lower Bound on Optimal 
Makespan 
Because of the special task characteristics, no existing algorithms have been 
proposed for deriving a lower bound of our problem. In this chapter we first 
provide a detail discussion to the lower bound on the makespan of similar prob-
lems, and then we introduce an existing lower bound algorithm for the problem 
Pm I prec I Cmax, which is adapted and used to compute the lower bound of our 
problem. 
5.1 Introduction 
When a scheduling problem is said to be ATP-Complete, heuristic methods 
are frequently used to arrive at "good" schedule. Hence the lower bound on the 
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makespan is used to "judge" different heuristics performance. If a heuristic method 
produces a solution which is equal to the lower bound, then we know that this 
solution is the optimal solution, since the lower bound value should always less 
than or equals to the optimum. 
To the best of our knowledge, no lower bound research has been conducted 
similar to our problem and the mostly closed works are from the P^ and Rm typed 
environment. These literatures are already mentioned in Section 2.4.4. Among 
all the existing results for the lower bound in Pm | prec | Cmax, the bound from 
Jain and Rajaraman [35] seems the most promising one. They reported that their 
bound is not only sharper than the previous [34], but also computationally less 
expensive. Instead of deriving a new method, we decide to develop the bound 
based on the their results for several reasons: 
1. The job precedence relation graph (which is an acyclic tasks graph, ATG) 
has been well studied in the previous literature for the Pm type problem. 
“ 
2. Relaxation methods, such as Lagrangian or Surrogate relaxations, are diffi-
cult to formulate and evaluate when the scheduling scenario becomes com-
plicated such as our problem. 
3. The setj constraints affects the tasks graph structure as well as the lower 
bound value greatly. 
The next section defines the terms and provides the assumptions required 
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before proceeding further. Then, the entire concepts of the lower bound by Jain 
and Rajaraman are explained. By reconstructing the task graph and then applying 
their lower bound, we finally obtain the lower bound on makespan for our problem. 
5.2 Definitions and Assumptions 
5.2.1 Task Graph 
First, we define the tasks graph as mentioned in the model by Graham [40]. We 
have a set of tasks, T = {T1,T2,... , T„}. The tasks are to be executed by a set of 
identical processors (engineers). The precedence order on T exists and is denoted 
b y � • Then it forms the partially order set (T,、）which may be described by a 
finite, acyclic digraph G = (F, A), call the task graph. The finite set V contains 
all the n vertices (jobs) and set A contains all the arcs joining the vertex pairs, 
together form the precedence relations of the jobs. The vertex pair (i, j) is defined, 
if for any task Ti and T], there exists a precedence order 7 \ � T j . “ 
Moreover, there is an execution time tj for each task Tj. Extending to our 
case, a task 7) can have different processing time according to the engineer 
assignment cr, which is then represented by t^ j . 
Consider the case when there exists unlimited number of processors, then the 
minimum makespan of a task graph can be found by the "Critical Path Method". 
Such value obtained is denoted as tcp, the critical time. If all the tasks in a task 
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graph are of unit execution time, the critical time must equal to the height HG 
of the task graph. Figure 5.1 shows a unit task graph where tcp = HG = 4. © ® :� (^/\/\ 
® .. 
CP= 1 — 3 — 5 — 8 
tcp=l + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4 
Figure 5.1: An example of unit task graph with height equals to critical time 
n 
5.2.2 Graph Partitioning 
According to the work of Ramamoorthy et al. [33], for a graph G with all unit 
execution time task, we can partition the task set T into a set of HG nonempty 
disjoint subsets E = {Ei, E2,.. • , Effc}- These are called the earliest precedence 
partitions and defined as: 
fHG \ 
E= \ j E , =Ts^ndE, = { j l j e T , e c t j = i } , 
\i=l / 
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where ectj is the earliest completion t ime of task Tj. 
Note that all the tasks in the set E i have the same earliest completion time 
equals to i. Therefore Ei contains all the tasks that can be processed at the very 
beginning and finished at t ime 1. In general, for any two consecutive sets Ei 
and Ei+i, all the tasks in Ei+i can be ini t iated at t ime i and finished at t i m e i + 1, 
provided that their corresponding predecessor tasks in Ei have been completed. 
Also, we said that those tasks included in Ei belongs to E-level^. 
Similarly, the tasks set T can also be parti t ioned into a set of HG nonempty 
disjoint subsets, L = { L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L / / c } which are called the latest precedence 
partitions and defined as 
/HG \ 
L = \ j L , = T and U = {j | j G T,lct] = z}, 
Vi= l / 
where lctj is the latest completion t ime of task Tj. Thus U represents the subset 
of tasks that must be executed latest by the end of t ime i. 
Both of the precedence parti t ions together prescribes the start ing and finishing 
t ime of all jobs. In order to finish the task graph at t^p, i f for any task T] belongs 
to E^ and Ly, i t must be finished before t ime y. Of course, i t must not be finished 
before t ime x due to the precedence relations of the task. 
Jain and Rajaraman [35] proposed a new algori thm for finding these partit ions, 
which they have shown that their implementation is easier and computation is 
simpler than that of the previous work [33 • 
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5.2.3 A c t i v i t y and Load Densi ty 
Fernandez and Bussell [34] develop the notions of “activity” and “load density”, 
which are useful in describing the jobs earliest and latest completion time. It is 
a general approach towards the situation when the tasks processing times are 
unequal. 
Activity of task Tj that finishes at time Tj is defined as 
‘ 
1’ for t G [Tj — t j , Tj], 
f { r j , t ) = l 
0, otherwise, 
\ 
where t j is the execution time of task Tj. 
Load Density is then defined as 
n 
F{r,t) = J 2 f { r j . t ) . 
j = i 
Task activity f ( j j , f ) indicates the activity of vertex j (or task Tj) along time, 
according to the restrictions imposed by the graph, and load density F ( r , t) is 
II 
the total activity of the graph as a function of time. Note that Tj may vary 
up to a certain value, which depends on the starting time (or finishing time) of 
� 
task Tj. A task 7} can begin at its earliest starting time or postpone, depending 
on the amount of time that it can be delayed. The term r represents a particular 
combination of delays of all tasks. Of particular importance are the F ( r , t), the 
earliest load density function for which all tasks are completed at their earliest 
times and F ( r , t), the latest load density function for which all tasks are completed 
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at their latest times. Fernandez and Bussel also devised the function $ ( r , ^1,^2) 
to represent the load density wi thin time interval [^1,^2] C [0,cj] and i t is denoted 
as 
rO2 
^(r,^i,^2)= / F[r,t) dt, 
J9i 
where uj is the least time in which all tasks of T have been completed. 
5.2.4 Assumpt ions 
When deriving lower bound for the Pm typed problem, execution times are 
not l imited to unit time although unit execution time task graph is assumed to 
be used. Nevertheless, any tasks graph G wi th unequal tasks time can be easily 
converted into an equivalent task graph G' wi th equal execution times for all the 
tasks. This can be done by extending any tasks 7) wi th processing time pj into a 
chain of p j unit execution time tasks. 
Since the bound given by Jain and Rajaraman are valid for all direct acyclic 
graphs, introduction of dummy entry or exit node to the graph is not necessary 
even i t has multiple entry and exit nodes. Moreover, the scheduling is assumed to 
be the non-preemptive type. 
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5.3 Concepts of Lower Bound on the Minimal 
Time (LBMT) 
5.3.1 Previous Bound ( L B M T > ) 
The best known LBMT is from Fernandez et al. [34]. They consider a given 
integer interval [^1,^2] within [0, tcp]. Since tasks can be shifted within their com-
pletion intervals without making co > tcp, they are moved in a way that the 
possible overlap with [^i, 62] is minimized. After all tasks have been shifted to 
form minimum overlap within the interval, the load density function of the tasks, 
or parts of tasks, which still remains within [没1為]，is denoted by the function 
R{9i,92,t). Then, the minimum increase in execution time over the critical path 
length, when m identical processors are available, is given by the following equa-
tion: 
1 严2 
qp = max - (6>i - 62) + — / R{d1,e2)dt . ,, (5.1) 
[01,02] TTl j0 i “ 
Thus, the lower bound on optimal makespan t^ is given as 
> 
ti = tcp+r^Fi • (5.2) 
where「0�1 represents the smallest integer such that i t is not smaller than x. The 
function j^^ R{91,O2) dt represents the activity of tasks that must be processed 
within this interval. The effective activity that can be executed with m processors 
equals to m x {62 — 9i). The excess area, divided by m, defines the increase in 
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time over tcp. The maximum over every interval is then the minimum time increase 
over tcp. Summation of such increment together wi th the critical time gives the 
lower bound on optimal makespan. 
The equation (5.1) can be rewritten in terms of bags as the following: 
qF = max - (6>2 — 6>i) + — T_ n 了 ， (5.3) 
[ei,02] [ m — � 
where 
Z = / ( r , [^1,¾), 
and 
^ = f{r, K02])-
Bags are sets where repeated elements are accepted. The detailed explanation and 
proof of equivalence of equation (5.1) and (5.3) are given in [34 . 
5.3.2 B o u n d in other f o r m 
•• 
Jain and Rajaraman rewrite the equation (5.3) when all the task times are 
equal (unit time) as follows: 
qF = max - U + — T H ~f， - (5.4) o<tr<tcp _ m — 
and also in terms of earliest and latest precedence partitions: 
- 1 j + tr-l j+tr-1 -
qp = max — tr H—— max | | Ek Pj I Lk . (5.5) 
^<tr<tcp m l<j<{tcp-tr + l) ^ . ^ . 
- k=j K一J -
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Equation (5.4) is indeed a special case of (5.3) when only discrete processing 
times (unit time) are considered. By altering the variable interval [没丄為],all 
the possible ranges wi th in [0，tcp] are examined for maximum excess activity over 
every interval. Due to the unit processing time, the lower and upper bound value 
of every interval [01,¾ considered must be an integer, i.e. 
A l l intervals range equal to 1: [0,1], [1,2], . . . , [tcp — 1, tcp]; 
A l l intervals range equal to 2: [0,2], [1,3], . . . , [tcp — 2, tcp]; 
A l l intervals range equal to i: [0, i], [1, i + 1], . . . , [tcp — i, tcp]; 
Al l intervals range equal to tcp： [0, tcp . 
The difference ($2 — 9i) then equals to tr where U = 1 , 2 , . . . , tcp. The above 
explain the equivalence of equation (5.3) and (5.4). 
II 
Looking at equation (5.4) carefully, the difference tr never equals to 0 since the 
min imum interval range size is 1. Also, for each t ” we need to consider all these 
ranges: 
.1, tj- , 2, tf + 1 , . . • ， tcp — tj- ~h 1, tcp 
、 V ^ 
trterms 
and by considering each of them for £ , the earliest act ivi ty function for all tasks 




f{r, [ l , t , ] ) = \ j E , 
k=l 
tr + l 
f{r, [2, t , + l ] ) = ]jEk 
k=2 
tcp 
f{z, [tcp - tr + 1, tcp]) = U E k . 
k= tcp — tr + ^  
The above equations set also holds for T by changing r and Ek to r and L^ 
respectively. Moreover, for each of the t ” the maximum value of such intersection 
should be considered for the whole task graph. A l l together shows the equivalence 
of equation (5.3) and (5.5). 
5.3.3 Improved B o u n d ( L B M T j i ? ) 
Jain and Rajaraman improved the bound L B M T ^ by further part i t ioning the 
task graph into smaller independent task graphs for lower bound calculation [35 . 
n 
Before proceeding to the bound L B M T ^ , we first mention the additional terms 
introduced by them. In what follows, once a task in the task graph is assigned to 
a EAeve[ and L-level indices, the index is called a level. 
Independent Levels: For any two consecutive levels in a task graph, say i 
and i + 1，if V 〜五1 = 0，where L ' = U ; i L j and E ' = U ; = i E ” and 〜 i s the 
set difference operator, then level i and (i + 1) are said to be independent levels. 
No tasks of set D can be moved to a level greater than i. 
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Critical Level: For a task graph, if each task of the set L i is connected to all 
the tasks of the set 五《+1�then level i is said to be a critical level The consequence 
of a critical level i is that all tasks of the set E i ^ i cannot be started before all the 
tasks of set L{ have been executed. 
Independent Critical Level: A level i is said to be an independent critical 
level iff i t is critical and independent to level {i + 1). 
Independent Task Graph: A task graph G can be partit ioned into a set 
of g independent task graphs, Gjr = { G 1 , G 2 , . . . � G p } , i f (p — 1) independent crit-
ical levels /1, l2,... , lg-i can be identified in G. Gi is a task graph wi th the tasks 
of the set U j L i ^j? Gi (1 < i < g) is a task graph wi th the tasks Uj=/,_i+i ^ j ' 
and Gg is a task graph wi th the tasks of the set U ^ g _ i + i ^ j - The precedence 
order and interconnection of these g task graphs are according to the precedence 
order of the original task graph G. 
Then, Jain and Rajaraman give the algorithm L B M T j R which improves the 
bound LBMTi? as the following: “ 
1. Part i t ion the given task graph G into independent task graph. 
2. Evaluate the bound for each of the small independent task graph using 
equation (5.2) and (5.5). 
3. Determine the lower bound for the given task graph G from the results 
obtained in step 2. 
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As described by the above steps and definitions, the improved lower bound on 
optimal makespan t^ is written as the following equations: 
9 
t L : p L " (5.6) 
i = l 
where 
tli = tcpi + QFi , 
and 
• 1 j+tr-l j+tr-l -
OF = max — tr H max I 1 E^ 门 1 L^ . (5.7) 
l<tr<tcpi m l<j<{tcv-tr + l) ^ . 丨丨 ^ . 
L 允一J K一j -
tcpi is the critical time of the z-th task graph Gi. The proof of the above equations 
can be found in [36 . 
Note that before using the equation (5.7), the E- and L-part i t ions indices 
at every independent task graph have to be initialized again. In order to use the 
original part i t ion indices computed at the very beginning for the whole task graph, 
“ 
we rewrite the equation (5.7) as the following: 
. 1 j + tr-l j + tr-l -
qPi = •、max — U H—— max 1 1 Ek+i P | 1 I Lk+t • (5.8) 
”i l<tr<tcpi m l<j<{tcp--tr + l) U ^ + ^ cp,_,丨 U ^+icPi-l \ ) 
L k=j k=j J 
Jain and Rajaraman also explain the reason why their bound -is superior. For 
the worse case, the whole task graph G cannot be partitioned (no independent task 
graph can be found), then the bound L B M T j ^ is at least as good as the previous 
one, LBMTi?, without applying any partitions at all. In contrast, i f the graph can 
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be parti t ioned into more than one independent task graph, the bound L B M T j R 
must be greater or equal to the previous bound. The superiority situation occurs 
when the task graph G meets all the following four conditions: 
1. the given graph G can be parti t ioned into a set of HG independent task 
graphs, i.e. G r r = {G1,G2,. • .，G//c}, 
2. all qp. are equal, V i = 1 , 2 , . . . � H G , 
3. none of the qp^s is an integer, Vz = 1，2,... , HG, and 
4. 「q^Fl =「Q^f ; l�Vi = l � 2 , . . . , ^ G . 
Condit ion (1) ensures that the graph can be partit ioned into the maximum num-
ber of levels. Condit ion (2) and (4) means the maximum overloading of the whole 
graph (as by Fernandez) occurs on every independent task graph. By combin-
ing the four conditions, their proposed maximum excess of act iv i ty q j ^ (equals 
to Y l i ^ i qPi) has the following properties: 
•I 
�^^Fl < \qjR\ < M ^ H G - l . (5.9) 
•> 
5.4 Lower bound: Task graph reconstruction ~ 
L B M T j ^ 
A lower bound for our problem is developed by first reconstructing the cur-
rent task graph to a unit execution t ime task graph and then applying the bound 
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LBMTjR to the new graph. After presenting the entire method, we provide an 
example to illustrate the steps of such graph reconstruction and LBMT jR calcu-
lations on our problem. 
5.4.1 P rob lem reduct ion and Assumpt ions 
In order to apply L B M T j R to our problem, we must first convert the task 
precedence graph into a valid unit execution time task graph. Such graph recon-
struction requires of simplifying the scheduling environment and relaxing some 
constraints. 
The unrelated machine condition complicates the problem by introducing vari-
ous processing time for each job. Reducing the problem to a easier condition such 
as Pm, the task graph is then possible to be reconstructed. 
Among all the constraints appeared in our problem, the machine eligibil ity 
restricts the engineer involvement of the tasks, and i t seems impossible to intro-
duce such property into the task graph. As a result, we decide to neglect M j by 
assuming that all the engineer combinations are eligible for performing any tasks. 
Following we use two problem instances to clarify our graph reconstruction 
procedures. The first scenario assumes that, for any task, the processing time 
« • 
of k engineers is k times less than the case that only an engineer is involved. The 
second one resumes to any processing times, i.e. no relation exists between the 
processing time and number of engineers. 
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5.4.2 Scenario I 
The problem now becomes Pm | setj, prec | Cmax w i th special pattern of pa,j • 
Wr i t ing in mathematical terms, for all Ps,j where s G aj and j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n , we 
set 
Ps',j = Ps"j, (5.10) 
where s' + s" and |s'| = \s"\, and 
Psu3 = ^Ps2,j = ^Ps^j = . • • = T^Psm,j, (5.11) 
where Si G Gj and i = |sj|. \s\ is the cardinality of the set s, which states the 
number of engineers involved. Equation (5.10) and (5.11) together reduce the 
problem to Pm and assumes that k engineers together can work k times faster 
than one engineer for any tasks. 
The bound st i l l cannot be applied due to the presence of setj constraints which 
allows the "1-job-on-r-machine" situation to occur, since the bound is valid only 
for normal acyclic task graph (i.e. 1-job-on-l-machine). We overcome the diff iculty 
by introducing the following graph reconstruction procedure: 
1. For each task T j , set the task processing t ime p j equals to its min imum 
processing t ime among all the engineers combination, p*, which is given by 
m i n { p s j } (5.12) 
sGo"j 
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2. Construct the minimal finishing time graph G* (a subgraph) for each task Tj 
as m chains of unit task, and each chain has pj nodes connecting together. 
3. A new unit task graph G* = {GJ, G$,. • •，G*} is then constructed by repla-
cing each node Tj in the precedence graph G w i th the corresponding sub-
graph G*. The precedence order and intertask connectivity are according to 
the original T / s precedence relation. 
The success of such reconstruction is the result of fixing the task execution 
t ime to a unique value for each task and expanding the m engineers into m chains 
of task for individual engineers. Each of the fixed processing t ime must be set to 
the min imum value such that the tcp of the new task graph is the least t ime that all 
jobs can be finished. On the other hand, to finish each job in the min imum amount 
of t ime, all m engineers must be involved. I t is then equivalent to transform the 
"1-job-on-m-machine" state to a set of m chains of unit execution t ime tasks in 
parallel. 
II 
We cite an example to i l lustrate the procedure. Table 5.1 shows a problem 
instance under our processing times assumptions and Figure 5.2 is the precedence 
relation of the tasks. As mentioned above, the processing t ime of each task is fixed 
first. Thus, pi = pl = 3，p2 = p^ 二 1 and p3 = p^ = 2’ the corresponding crit ical 
path is then T\ ~> T3 w i th tcp = 3 + 2 = 5 and the opt imal makespan C;ax is 6. 
Now, the min imum finishing t ime task graph of each task can be constructed as 
the above steps. 
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_ ^ ^ ^ Pcr,3 
ei 6 2 4 
e2 6 2 4 
e1e2 3 1 2 
Table 5.1: Job processing time of 3 jobs 
Y 
Figure 5.2: Precedence relation of 3 jobs 
Each of the three tasks is transformed into two parallel chains and the number 
of unit task nodes constructed inside each chain of the task subgraph Ti , T2 and T3 
are three, one and two respectively. Finally we replace the nodes of the precedence 
graph wi th the corresponding subgraphs and Figure 5.3 shows the reconstructed 
graph. W i t h this new unit task graph, i t is now possible to calculate the lower 
bound by applying L B M T j / j . 
5.4.3 Scenario I I ' 
By abandoning the special processing time assumptions (5.10) and (5.11), we 
resume to the general situation in this scenario. Without such assumptions, using 
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Figure 5.3: A new unit task graph 
the above procedure to the task graph and then applying the LBMTjR , the lower 
bound calculated is not guaranteed to be valid since i t may be larger than the 
optimal makespan. 
The problem arises from the fact that only the minimum processing time is 
fixed for each task but the number of engineer involved is not minimized simultan-
eously. To calculate a correct lower bound on optimal makespan, a very important 
condition must be achieved: the processing time and also the number of engineers 
involved for each job should be set to their minimum value. Scenario I does not 
have such problem because the assumptions already fulf i l l this condition. Since 
now the processing times are not necessary to be related to the number of engineer 
involved, we devise a new term and additional steps for the graph reconstruction 
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such that LBMT jR can be applied correctly. 
Engineer Time Consumption (ETC): For any task Tj performed by the 
engineer combination Cs G aj with processing time Pes,j^ the engineer time con-
sumption ETCes,j is defined as the product of task processing time and the number 
of engineer involved, i.e. 
E T C e , , j = P e . , j ^ \ e s l (5.13) 
ETC provides the "actual" engineer util ization on time of a task performed by 
a particular set of engineer. For example, if a job can be performed by three 
engineers in five units of time, then the corresponding ETC is 15 units. 
Note that by the assumption of equation (5.10) and (5.11), the ETC of a job 
performed by any combination of engineers is the same in scenario I. 
ETCei,j = ETCe,,j = .. • = ETCe^ , (5.14) 
where e^  G aj and i = |e< . 
“ 
The steps of the modified graph reconstruction are as follows: 
For each task Tj,j e { 1 ,2 , . . . , n } , 
1. Set the task execution time pj as the minimum processing time p* where 
again equals to 
m i n { p , j } . (5.15) 
secTj 
2. Evaluate the ETCs,j for each s € aj. 
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3. Determine the min imum engineer t ime consumption ETC* by: 
mm{ETCs,j}. (5.16) 
sGcTj ‘ 
4. Construct the min imum time finishing subgraph G* which composes of 
(a) ^ ^ ^ chains in parallel w i th p j unit tasks in each chain connecting 
together, plus 
(b) a chain of {ETC* mod pj) unit tasks. 
5. Replace each task Tj in the precedence graph G by its corresponding G* 
wi th the same precedence relation and intertask connectivity as the original. 
Comparing to scenario I，the major difference of the above procedure lies 
between Steps 2 to 4 which make use of the concept of ETC. The min imum 
engineer t ime consumption ETC* indicates the min imum engineers ut i l izat ion on 
t ime of each task. Together w i th the min imum processing t ime p*, we can then 
•• 
devise the min imum engineer involved. As a result, the unit task graph produced 
can now be used to evaluate a correct lower bound. 
To clarify step 4, the construction of the subgraph is explained graphically. 
Figure 5.4 shows the process as a "bag compression". Assume ea,ch task is a bag 
containing ETC* balls. Now we compress the bag vertically such that i t becomes 
a rectangular form. We keep compressing unt i l the least height Pj is reached. After 
such compression, i t is possible that a number of nodes, equals to the modulus 
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Figure 5.4: An example of bag compression with pj = 4 
of ETC* divided by pj, exists and they are aligned together with the other task 
chains. 
In scenario I since all the ETCe^j is equivalent, each task bag after such 
compression must be p* units tal l and m units wide. In other words, the modified 
graph construction presented in this scenario is a generalization of the previous 
II 
one. 
5.4.4 A n Example 
We provide an example to illustrate the new task graph construction, and 
the the lower bound calculation using L B M T j ^ . Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2 list the 
task precedence relations and the corresponding processing time respectively. The 
presence of machine eligibility can be replaced by the maximum processing time 
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of that particular job across the combination. Such replacement does not affect 
the result. First of all, each p j has to be fixed. These value are determined by 
© © © 
4 © 
ki^h 
( s f © 
Figure 5.5: Precedence relation of 11 jobs 
^ PcT,l Pa,2 Pa,3 Pa,4 Pa,5 Pa,6 Pa,7 Pa,8 Pa,9 Pa,10 Pa,ll 
ei 10 6 15 14 8 7 6 16 15 M 13 
62 10 M 14 12 9 6 5 17 14 4 13 
63 10 6 13 10 M M 6 13 14 4 11 
e1e2 5 M 10 6 5 3 2 8 8 M,, 6 
e1e3 5 4 9 5 M M 3 7 6 M 6 
e2e3 5 M 7 4 M M 2 7 6 3 4 
e1e2e3 3 M 4 2 M M 1 5 4 M 3 
Table 5.2: Task processing times 
equation (5.12). Then we can compute ETC* by equation (5.16). The subgraph 
for each task is constructed by first evaluating ^ ^ ^ and then (ETC* mod pj). 
Table 5.3 shows the results calculated for each task. 
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Tj ETC* pj ETC] m o d pj 
1 min {10 ,9 }= 9 3 0 
2 m i n { 6 , 8 } = 6 4 2 
3 min{15,14,13,20,18,14,12)=12 4 0 
4 min{14,12,10,8,6}= 6 2 0 
5 m in {8 ,9 ,10 }= 8 5 3 
6 m i n { 7 , 6 } = 6 3 0 
7 m i n { 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 H 3 1 0 
8 min{16,17,13,14,15>=13 5 3 
9 min{15,14,16,12)=12 4 0 
10 m i n { 4 , 6 } = 4 3 1 
11 m i n { 1 3 , l l , 1 2 , 8 } = 8 3 2 
Table 5.3: New task graph construction results 
By replacing each J) node in G wi th its subgraph obtained, the new unit 
execution time task graph G' is constructed as in Figure 5.6. 
Finally, we apply the L B M T j ^ for the new graph G' and obtain the lower 
bound for our problem. Table 5.4 lists the corresponding E- and L-partit ions of 
the graph. 
“ 
Note that the critical levels are from 2 to 16 and independent levels are 4, 6 
and 14. As a result, the independent critical levels are 4, 6 and 14, which creates 
four independent task graphs Gi, G2, G3 and G4 wi th tcp^ = 4, tcp^ 二 2, tcp^ = 8 
and tcp4 = 3. In this case, the lower bound on optimal makespan is determined 
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Figure 5.6: New unit task graph of the 11 jobs expanding to 87 unit tasks 
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J ^ ^ 
1 {1, 4’ 7, 10, 14，16, 20, 24} {10’ 16, 20’ 24} 
2 {2, 5, 8’ 11，15, 17, 21, 25} {1, 4，7’ 11, 17，21, 25} 
3 {3, 6’ 9, 12, 18’ 22, 26} {2, 5，8, 12, 14, 18’ 22, 26} 
4 {13, 19, 23, 27} {3, 6, 9’ 13，15’ 19，23, 27} 
5 {28, 30, 32} {28, 30, 32} 
6 {29, 31’ 33} {29, 31’ 33} 
7 {34, 39, 42, 45} {42, 45} 
8 {35, 40, 43，46} {43, 46} 
9 {36, 41, 44，47} {34, 44，47} 
10 {37, 51, 56, 61, 64, 68, 72} {35, 51, 56, 61} 
11 {38, 52’ 57，62’ 65, 69, 73} {36, 39，52，57，64, 68, 72} 
12 {48, 49, 50，53, 58, 63, 66，70’ 74} {37, 40, 53’ 58, 61, 65, 69, 73} 
13 {54, 59, 67, 71, 75} {38, 41, 54, 59, 62, 66, 70, 74} 
14 {55, 60} {48, 49, 50，55, 60’ 63, 67, 71，75} 
15 {76, 79, 80, 83, 86} {76, 80, 83} 
16 {77, 81, 84, 87} {77, 81’ 84, 86} 
17 {78, 82, 85} {78, 79, 82, 85’ 87} 
Table 5.4: E-partit ions and L-partit ions results of the unit task graph G' 
•\ 
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by equation (5.6) and (5.7). We have the following equalities: 
^Fi = max( l , 2,4, 5) = 5 
qP2 = max(0,0,0) = 0 
9^3 = max( l , 1,3,4,5,6,6, 7) = 7 
qPA = m a x ( 0 , l , l ) = l . 
Therefore, we have: 
tL, = 4 + 5 = 9 
tL2 = 2 + 0 = 2 
tL, = 8 + 7 = 15 
t u = 3 + 1 = 4’ 
and the lower bound on time is given by the following equation: 
h = h i + h , + tL, + tL, = 9 + 2 + 15 + 4 = 30. • 
We have successfully develop a method for applying an existing lower bound 
algorithm to our problem. A comprehensive computational testing on our GA and 
the lower bound are provided on next chapter. 
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Chapte r 6 
C o m p u t a t i o n a l Resul ts and 
Discussions 
6.1 Parameterization of the GA 
A fundamental result in genetic algorithms is the schema theorem which by 
itself is insufficient to guide the effective use of GAs in global optimization. I t does 
not indicate what specific values one should choose for the different GA paramet-
ers: population p, crossover rate Hc, mutation rate “ � � e t c . , the different schemes 
that introduce a controlled amount of randomness while the GA is executing. 
However, i t is well known that the GA's efficiency depends upon the selection 
of the above "control parameters" [41]. A further complication exists because it is 
also widely reported that "optimum parameter settings" may be problem-specific, 
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and that the effects of these parameters may interact. Indeed, Davis [41] notes that 
crossover and mutation effects can interact and "support each other in important 
ways". Moreover, he observes that a judicious blend of mutat ion and crossover 
does better than either one alone to strike a good balance between exploration of 
the total solution space and exploitation of good solutions currently in hand. 
Therefore the optimization of p, /ic and jjLm, and other parameters is a global 
search problem, and i t must be tackled in the problem domain of interest, before 
the GA is applied in a "production run". Still, rather l i t t le guidance is given in 
the literature to the GA parameters optimization. The GA search "process" is 
controlled by multiple factors (here starting condition, p, /i。and / i ^ ) whose effects 
may possibly interact. I t is also a process without a known response structure. 
The experimental layout for our scheduling application involved three paramet-
ers w i th two possible values for p and Hc, and four values for / i ^ , which were judged 
to be the likely correct values. Three randomly generated problem instances were 
chosen for ful l factorial experiments as shown in Table 6.1，6.2 and 6.3. Each 
"run" in these experiments involved parameterizing the GA according to the rows 
in the tables and then running GA from a certain in i t ia l condition for a given num-
ber of generations (50 we used), in a pilot run fashion. The makespan value of 
the best schedule produced in each run would indicate the parameters' combined 
performance. Further, in order to remove the bias of the start ing sequence, ten 
randomly produced in i t ia l start ing (job) sequences were tested in each run, provid-
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ing the necessary replications; these ten starting sequences were kept unaltered 
in each of the 16 full factorial runs for each problem. The Table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 
clearly show that the parameter set p = 100, pc = 0.9 and /i^ n = 0.05 consistently 
deliver lower mean and standard deviation. Hence, these values are chosen for all 
computational runs below. 
6.2 Computational Results 
Six randomly generated problems and a real world problem are solved using 
our algorithm GA incorporating the chosen parameter values of p,〜and firn-
The processing times and the precedence relation of a real industry problem with 
four engineers and 27-jobs problem studied are shown in Table 6.4 and 6.5, and 
Figure 6.1. As for the processing times to perform jobs by one qualified engineer, 
i t is given in Table 6.4. I f two qualified engineers perform the job, i t is also estim-
ated that the processing time is half of the one given in Table 6.4. Estimating the 
“ 
processing time is usually a difficult task in design projects. There is well docu-
mented past historical data about the actual time taken to complete the various 
tasks in the previous projects. At present, the company employs an experienced 
planner to estimate the processing times based on the past experience and the 
preference rating of engineers. 
Table 6.6 provides the results for a randomly generated problem. The makespan 
value Cmax and the corresponding percentage improvement r i obtained (from the 
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Jobs r i j r2j r^j Uj uj pj 
01 2 1 3 4 2 7.0 
02 2 1 3 4 2 28.0 
03 1 2 3 4 2 28.0 
04 2 1 3 4 2 28.0 
05 2 1 3 4 2 21.0 
C>6 1 2 3 4 2 14.0 
O7 3 2 4 1 2 25.2 
Og 2 1 3 4 2 5.6 
09 2 1 3 4 2 1.0 
010 3 1 4 2 2 21.0 
On 3 1 4 2 2 2.0 
012 2 1 3 4 2 7.0 
013 2 1 3 4 2 3.5 
014 2 1 3 4 2 14.0 
015 2 1 3 4 2 7.0 
016 3 2 4 1 2 21.0 
017 2 1 3 4 2 14.0 
018 2 1 3 4 2 14.0 
019 1 2 3 4 2 21.0 
020 3 2 4 1 2 21.0 
021 2 1 3 4 2 7.0 
022 3 2 4 1 2 7.0 
023 2 1 3 4 2 21.0 
024 3 2 4 1 2 14.0 
025 3 2 4 1 2 14.0 
026 3 2 4 1 2 14.0 
027 1 3 4 2 2 4.0 
Table 6.4: A real example 
“ 
Jobs Immediate proceeder 
Oi, 1 < i < 15 No immediate proceeder 
0i6 Oi2,Oi3,Oi4,Oi5 
> 0i7 No immediate proceeder 
0 1 8 0 l 7 
019 No immediate proceeder 
020 0i9 
021 No immediate proceeder 
022 O21 
023 Oi to 0i5 and Oi6,Oi8,O20,O22 
•24 Oi to 0i5 and Oi6,Oi8,O20,O22 
025 O23,O24 
026 O25 
• 2 7 O26 
Table 6.5: Precedence relation among jobs: real example 79 
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Figure 6.1: Precedence relation of 27 jobs 
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best solution in the ini t ial population) by the GA at various generations are given. 
Each row represents a randomized start (RS) and rigen = 0 represents the init ial 
population. 
The lower bound on makespan is also generated for all the six problems de-
scribed above. Also, we provide the number of independent task graph that can 
be identified in each of the problem, as well as the critical path value, and both 
the lower bound obtained wi th and without using the graph reconstruction. A l l 
the problem data can be referred to the Appendix A. 
6.3 Performance Evaluation 
6.3.1 Solut ion Qua l i t y 
C^ax From Table 6.6, i t is observed that the GA improves the schedule finally by 
converging towards good solutions wi th objective function values between 107 
and 114. The percentage improvement of the solution is about"27% to 33% 
for each start based on the results obtained from the ini t ial best solution. 
Being aware that most of the improvement is obtained within 50 generations 
for all other problems tested, we display the results of the production run of 
the real problem described above in Figure 6.2. 
One hundred iterations of the GA wi th a randomized start delivered a "best" 
schedule wi th the shortest makespan of 110.50 days. Considering this prob-
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1 ^ ^ Best Makespan against Generation of ten different seeds 
, ^ ^ R e a l P r o b l e m Random Run: 1 ~ e ~ 
ljU - 2 Q _ 
y population: 100 3 ^^… 
145 A crossover rate: 0.9 4 0 _ 
'VV mutation rate: 0.05 5 - -0 -
140¾ ?-.:—-
• v\ 8 • 4 � 1 3 5 � : . . . : . � 9 - — — g, ..,¾> 10. • . 
^ 130 - - . ¾ - . ; ; ^ 、 _ 
i^ .. fe \ \ 
S 125 - ' . v X ^ \ \ _ 
..V^i . \ 、 
120 - o ( % V ; i . 、 、 ^ --
- i ? ^ ^ - . . 
115 - ..、、、，、"~Ss^» 
‘�."^s^.-^^"-'^^- � Q 
1 1 0 - 、 ‘ ^ • ^ ' —•• " • • " - - “ • — •• - • — - • - • — ： - : — ^ - : ~ ; : - . • — • : - • —•.•£ 
Best: 110.50 
105 ~ 1 1 I I 
0 20 4 0 60 80 100 
G e n e r a t i o n 
Figure 6.2: GA runs for the real problem: ten random starts 
lem, in fact, the optimal schedule is about 105 days while the real assignment 
in the company took about 130 days. We present the Gantt chart of the 
schedule in Figure 6.3’ where each row represents the assignment for each 
engineer and the shaded job indicates that the job is assigned to a team of 
engineers. Several other good sequences were delivered along the way. In 
particular, the GA have generated an optimal schedule for problem 2. 
The effectiveness of the optimally parameterized GA-based approach in de-
livering good schedules is evident. The r2 row shows the corresponding 
percentage deviation of the best GA solution from the optimal solution. 
The values of r2 indicate that the GA performs extremely well on the tested 
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Real Problem Schedule Gantt Chart 
Time: 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
(days) 
110.5-^ 
14.0 丨 ：21.0 : i 21.0 i 7.0 3.5 : 14.0 丨 10.5 \ 2.0 
«1 6 i i 5 ； 20 i 15 13 ； 18 23 | ^ 
以•• 7.0 ； 14.0 \ 7.0 : ： 28.0 ； ； /Q.5 ]：0 10.5 \ 7.o[ 7.0 :丨 
2^ . 7 2 1 1 4 ； 1 I ； 4 1 I 1 6 3 2 3 I 2 5 2 6 ；： 
7.0 \ 21.0 \ ,7.0 2.0 i 14.0 ： I 28.0 ； ：； 
«3 12 19 i \22 1 1 ； 17 2 i; 
"-6 丨 5.6 i 2/� � � 28.0 i i ]Q.5 .\ 14.0 .... 7.0 丨 7.0 2^ 
4^ 7 8 i 10 I: ； 3 i II； 16 ~|] 24； I 25 | 26 • ! 
Figure 6.3: A Gantt Chart for the real problem 
problems. 
In order to test the GA performance with respect to the optimal solutions, 
we generate six random problems for which optimal makespan is known. The 
problems are generated artificially by saturating a schedule so tha t all the 
engineers are busy and are used in an optimal way. Each problem is tested 
with the appropriate parameter values {p = 100，"。= 0.9 and jjLm = 0.05) for 
ten randomized starts. Table 6.7 lists the best makespan as the solution to 
these problems. A l l the numerical results are also stated in Table 6.8 which 
provides a clear comparison to the optimal makespan Q ^ ^ and makespan 
by GA C^i. 
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No. Runl Run2 Run3 Run4 Run5 Run6 Run7 Run8 Run9 RunlO Best 
1 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 85.00 85.00 90.00 90.00 85.00 90.00 85.00 
2 135.00 125.00 135.00 130.00 130.00 120.00 125.00 130.00 125.00 135.00 120.00 
3 105.00 100.00 105.00 100.00 110.00 100.00 100.00 110.00 110.00 105.00 100.00 
4 145.00 145.00 150.00 140.00 150.00 155.00 145.00 145.00 165.00 160.00 140.00 
5 29.50 31.00 32.50 28.50 30.00 28.50 26.00 29.50 30.50 29.50 26.00 
6 110.10 107.85 108.35 113.70 114.00 112.60 112.40 112.25 110.50 109.25 107.85 
Real 111.80 111.20 112.60 110.50 114.00 110.50 111.20 110.50 121.00 114.00 110.50 
Table 6.7: Ten random start for each problem tested with p 二 100, "c = 0.9,A%i = 
0.05. 
Problem No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Real 
n 18 21 19 23 27 27 27 
m 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 
tcp 70.0 90.0 65.0 100.0 14.5 47.^' 47.5 
LBMTjR 70.0 97.0 72.0 100.0 14.7 66.2 66.2 
LBMTgr+jR 80.0 118.0 95.0 133.0 21.0 105.85 105.85 
C ^ T 80.0 120.0 95.0 135.0 23.0 106.30 -
C = 85.0 120.0 100.0 140.0 26.0 107.85 110.50 
T2 6.25 0 5.26 3.70 13.04 1.46 -
Table 6.8: Summary of GA solutions and lower bound for random problems and 
a real problem 
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LBMT A l l the lower bounds LBMT^^+jH generated are so closed to the optimal 
makespan for all problems. Of course, the sharpness of the bound is mainly 
due to Fernandez, and Jain and Rajaraman's algorithm. Though, lower 
bounds obtained by setting p j : mms^^j{psj} and without applying graph 
reconstruction are not tight for our scheduling problem, where the significant 
increase from the L B M T j R to LBMTgr+jR consolidates such observation. 
6.3.2 C o m p u t a t i o n a l C o m p l e x i t y 
C^ax The average CPU time (in CPU seconds) is also presented for each problem 
in Table 6.9. The average computing time for 100 generations wi th a single 
randomized start was about 25 to 65 on an Alpha Workstation 255 (processor 
running at 233 MHz). This requirement is relatively short when we consider 
the size of the problem. 
No. CPU (sec): GA CPU (sec): GR CPU (sec): LEMTj^ No. of unit tasks 
~^ 2 ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ 
2 27.47 0.08 1.89 280 
3 23.65 0.07 0.72 225 
4 29.93 0.08 3.83 330 
5 , 65.24 0.09 10.45 530 
6 36.07 0.10 290.31 1921 
Real 39.46 0.10 290.31 1921 
Table 6.9: CPU time used for computation of GA, graph reconstruction (GR) and 
LBMT, wi th the number of unit tasks created after GR 
LBMT Table 6.9 also lists the CPU time used by the lower bound procedure 
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(graph reconstruction and LBMTj/?) under the same environment as the 
GAs. The LBMTj/? dominates the whole lower bound searching where the 
graph reconstruction process all finish within 0.1 seconds. Still, all the times 
needed (time of LBMTj /?+ GR) are much less when comparing to the GAs', 
except the problem no. 6 and the real problem. To explain such situation, 
we have to first mention the computational complexity of LBMTj/? and our 
graph reconstruction process. 
Jain and Rajaraman [36] have already proofed that their algorithm proposed 
(LBMTj / j ) is computational less expensive than the previous [34], and it is 
bounded above by 0(力^口）and bounded below by U{HG). 
For the new task graph construction process, the computational requirement 
of equation (5.15) and (5.16) are both given by the following equation: 
n X (C7 + C^ + • • . + C= = n x (2^ - 1) (6.1) 
which is bounded above by 0 ( 2 ^ n ) . The exponential growtK is the res-
ult of considering all the engineer combinations processing time. Indeed, 
the setj constraint increases the number of different processing times of a 
task exponentially with m. 
The above extreme case, growth in 2^n, rarely occurs. In real situation, not 
all engineers are eligible to perform the jobs, and not all the Psj are totally 
different. Moreover, most of the Ps,j = Ps',j if \s\ = |s'|. I t simply means 
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whenever a job is performed by any s engineers, no matter what the com-
bination is, the required processing time are the same (as in scenario I, refer 
to Section 5.4.2). In addition, for most of the time, m <C n (say m < 10), 
and thus the computational complexity may decrease to 0 ( n m ) . 
The large CPU time requirement in computing the last 2 problems is the 
result of the presence of decimal places in the processing times. Before 
applying graph reconstruction, all the processing times have to be multiplied 
by a factor (10 in both cases) such that they become integer units for further 
calculations. Thus, the total number of unit tasks generated after GR in 
these problems are much more greater than the others. As a result, for 
these two problems, the worse bound of LBMTj /^ , which is t^p, is not 2265 
(47.52)，but 225625 (4752). 
6.4 Effects of Machines Eligibility 
II 
Before applying the lower bound L B M T j ^ to our problem, we have neglected 
one of the constraints, Mj. Although the bound finally obtained is also a valid one 
•> 
for the original problem (with the machine eligibil ity), but the value calculated 
by L B U T j R may be far from the C^^^. Such bound becomes "loose" when some 
engineers(s) are not eligible for performing most of the tasks. Or mathematically, 
the total number of time units that the engineers can be used is less than the 
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t r iv ial lower bound value. 
The above idea can be clarified after considering the following example. To-
gether Table 6.10 and Figure 6.4 show the task processing time and the job pre-
cedence relation of a problem instance with five jobs respectively. 
^ Pa,l Pa,2 Pa,3 Pa,A Pa,5 
ei M M 4 M M 
62 M 4 4 M 1 
e3 7 5 4 8 2 
Table 6.10: Processing time data wi th lots of "not eligible" engineers 
a ^ 
Figure 6.4: Job precedence relations of 5 jobs 
•I 
The lower bound, using the method mentioned before, is 9 while the optimal 
makespan equals to 15. The reason for the bound does not being tight is mainly 
because of the "in-eligibil ity" of engineer e [ Observe that e � can only perform 
task T3, and thus provide 4 units of time for work. 
Consider the tr iv ial lower bound of this problem which is: 
^ min,g^^.{p,j} _ 7 + 4 + 4 + 8 + 1 
/ — — o . 
^ m 3 
2 = 1 
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This lower bound is obtained by equally spreading the total of the minimum task 
processing time over three engineers, neglecting all the constraints. Thus, each 
engineer must be utilized for, at least, 8 units of time such that the schedule 
can be finished in the minimal time. Obviously, engineer e： cannot fulf i l l such 
requirement and the time units ei "owes" equals to 8 - 4 = 4. As a result, this 
lower bound should never be achieved. We can obtain a more realistic one by 
spreading this difference to other engineers. That is, e2 and e3 have to "share" 
the load that e! cannot afford. So, the new lower bound should become: 
8 + ^ 1 0 . 
The above idea provides a way to generate a tighter lower bound which can 
truly reflect the actual situation of the engineer eligibility. Nevertheless, the prob-
lem introduced above is a much simplified case without considering the setj con-
straint which is the major element that contributes to the complexity and difficulty 
of our problem. 
” 
6.5 Future Direction 
We have observed that the graph part i t ion method by Jain and Rajaraman [35 
is quite useful for breaking down a task graph, or even a precedence relation 
graph into several independent task graphs. Future scheduling algorithms can thus 
apply such part i t ion method first, identifying various independent task graphs, and 
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eventually summing each individual makespan to get the schedule. Such result can 
be used to compare with the schedules produced by the same algorithm without 
using the partit ion method. 
Besides applying GA, we can sti l l adopt other methods for searching feasible or 
good solutions to the problem. Branch-and-bound algorithm is an exact method 
for finding solutions which their quality depend greatly on the lower bound of the 
problem. The tightness of our bound, together wi th such algorithm, we believe 
that the solution generated wi l l be also quite promising. 
The machine eligibility constraint is sti l l unable to be taken into account during 
the lower bound searching process. Discussed in the above, a few insights in some 
restricted conditions are observed. Though, the machine eligibility should be 
studied more comprehensively for its behavior since unti l now, very few literature 
has covered this topic together wi th the scheduling problem. 
“ 
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Chapte r 7 
Conc lus ion 
We have described the use of genetic algorithms solving an intractable schedul-
ing problem: minimizing the makespan of completing a set of design jobs by em-
ploying a set of engineers. A lower bound on optimal makespan of such problem 
is also developed by first reconstructing a new unit task graph by the proposed 
reconstruction procedure, and then applying an existing lower bound algorithm 
to obtain the result. ‘， 
The chromosome coding and interpretation has successfully incorporate the 
unequal processing task times, different engineer combinations and engineer eli-
gibil i ty into account, which secures that each chromosome can represent a feasible 
schedule without any ambiguity. Computational results indicate that the genetic 
algorithm is effective and it can routinely deliver schedules closely to optimal solu-
tions for problems up to 5 engineers and 30 jobs. For this part of research, we 
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have published a paper that summarized the entire concepts and results [42 . 
In addition, the proposed graph reconstruction approach generates promising 
results in developing lower bound. The lower bound obtained seems to be tight for 
all the problems we studies. Moreover, the time for calculating the lower bound is 
quite short comparing to the GA. Such tight lower bound not only supports the 
good performance of the GA, but also provides another stopping criteria for the 
GA: when the percentage difference of the bound and solutions have reached to a 
certain l imit . Together these results supports the view that the genetic algorithm 
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A.1 Problem 1: 19 tasks 
® Q ® ® ® ® ® ® (¾ 
_ 
Figure A.1: Task precedence relation of problem 1 
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A.2 Problem 2: 21 tasks 
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Figure A.3: Task precedence relation of problem 2 
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A.3 Problem 3: 19 tasks 
' W ^ ^ ^ 
( ^ f " " ^ s ^ s ^ p " " ^ ^ 
Figure A.5: Task precedence relation of problem 3 
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A.4 Problem 4: 23 tasks 
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Figure A.8: Optimal schedule of problem 4 
“ 
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A.5 Problem 5: 27 tasks 
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Figure A.10: Optimal schedule of problem 5 
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